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What are they? Why do I need them? How do they help me?

Your ktchng app includes an in-built Wallet to store the ktchng

tokens 1 KTC = 1 EUR you earn when you:

# share your interests (KTC 5)

# invite a friend (KTC 1)

# send videos of products (KTC 1)
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# finish profil and create wallet (KTC 5)

The ktchng token has been approved by the regulator

(FMA_Austrian Financial Market Authority) and set up in

collaboration with the international law firm Baker McKenzie,

on a high-quality legal foundation. It cannot be traded on

exchange markets, which avoids any fluctuation in value,

making it acceptable for the real economy and commercial

trading sectors.

Your ktchng Wallet is a very powerful tool on your smartphone.

Your Wallet uses modern Blockchain technology (Ethereum)

and is doubly encrypted; a kind of personal, high-security safe.

Only you have access to your ktchng Wallet. That means:

# you are completely in charge

# no one else has access to your data but also that

# you are solely responsible for it.

If you lose your smartphone, no one else but you can retrieve

your Wallet. In order to restore your wallet at any time on a

new smartphone, you need your 12 personal passwords = your

MNEMONICS.
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Please make a note of your 12 MNEMONICS and keep them in

a safe place, ideally in a document folder, or wherever you keep

your bank details. If you change your smartphone, or if it gets

lost or stolen and you need to restore your ktchng Wallet, you

can do this directly via the ktchng app, using your 12

MNEMONICS.

Explanation

Mnemonics explanation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ErGcYUlNpk
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Once you have activated your ktchng Wallet, your safe will

open automatically, displaying your public and private keys.

We’ll soon explain what you will be able to do with these keys

in the future.
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Have fun with your ktchng app and your own personal future

technologies. We’re working hard on this! We’ll soon let you

know what you can do with the KTC tokens you’ve been

collecting. Thanks for patience. 

scan more — get more — save more!

app download: www.ktchng.com
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